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The beguiling story of the Minaguchi-ya, an ancient inn on the Tokaido Road, founded on the
eve of the establishment of the Tokugawa shogunate. Travellers and guests flow into and past
the inn — warriors on the march, lovers fleeing to a new life, pilgrims on their merry expeditions,
great men going to and from the capital. The story of the Minaguchi-ya is a social history of
Japan through 400 years, a ringside seat to some of the most stirring events of a stirring
period.‘Statler has created a strangely beautiful book that succeeds in conveying intact not only
a great deal of its history but the mood of that land. The result is sheer delight. Japanese Inn is
the work of a master craftsman; it is so well conceived that the narrative moves from past to
present in the same paragraph without the slightest confusion to the reader; it is so well written
that only in retrospect is one aware of its remarkable flawless style. Through the author’s
particular magic, the stories unfold as one narrative, as beautifully and memorably as the
unrolling of a long Japanese scroll.’—CURT GENTRY‘The reader learns much of Japan’s past
— and, as is inevitable in a study of that country, of present-day Japanese as well. Mr Statler’s
prose succeeds in evoking the pageantry of the past in the brilliant color of the kabuki stage.
Nothing seems to have been overlooked by the author. Mr Statler’s book is Japanese history
made easy, and grand entertainment.’— NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW‘Much of it is told in
fictional form. Some of the episodes have come out of family annals and memories, some from
the records of the temple; some are imagined; but all could have happened ... Mr Statler has told
the story vividly and with sympathy. It moves. It has the authentic feel of Japan.’—
INTERNATIONAL HERALD TRIBUNE

Statler unrolls the guesthouse's long and eventful history in the manner of a Japanese scroll
slowly unwinding before our eyes.-- "Christian Science Monitor" --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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of Chicago.qJAPANESE INNFIRST AND SECOND GENERATIONSCHAPTER ONE — In which
the inn is introducedONCE AGAIN I am driving southwest on the great Tokaido Road that runs
between Tokyo, the present capital of Japan, and Kyoto, the ancient capital. Once more, as I
have done many times in the past twelve years, ever since the American Occupation brought me
to Japan, I am seeking escape from the turmoil of Tokyo, and relaxation in a gentler place.I am
headed for the dream-haunted calm of the old inn called Minaguchi-ya. The ya means that it is a
place of business, but even its owners confess they do not know the significance or origin of



Minaguchi. Perhaps, they say, it refers to “water” and “mouth.” Perhaps, when long ago the inn
was named, it was named for a nearby source of fresh water, but they make this suggestion
without conviction.Unlike the quaint hostelries that pop up in fiction, my inn has a name that
eludes colorful translation, but there is no question what Minaguchi-ya means to me. Through
the years, I have come to treasure it as the most Japanese place I know, the place most sure to
wrap me in the time-honored courtesy of a country I have grown to love. Yet at the same instant,
it is the Minaguchi-ya, stubbornly holding on to the old ways of Japan, that reminds me of the
fact that no matter how many Americans come and go, Japan will remain Japanese.For at the
Minaguchi-ya, resting with fertile hills behind me and the changeless face of Suruga Bay before
me, I can conjure up visions of the strange history this inn has known. I can sense the spirit of
that tough, cool warrior Ieyasu, who three and a half centuries ago laid the foundations of
modern Japan. I can imagine that artful conspirator, Yui Shosetsu, once more storming into the
inn as he did three centuries past. And I can visualize, standing on the sea wall, that most
appealing of all modern Japanese figures, Prince Saionji, who lived almost next door to the inn
and who as the nation’s elder statesman fought the militarists and helped stave off war, as long
as he lived.I do not have to be an imaginer of history to see these visions at the Minaguchi-ya,
for this inconspicuous rural inn has participated deeply in its country’s history, and when I am
within its quiet confines that history storms back into consciousness. Here in these walls, so
often burned, so often changed, yet always owned by one continuing family, the history of Japan
resides, and in time subtly envelopes the visitor.On this day I have already progressed along the
old Tokaido Road to the village of Yui. A new highway has been built a few hundred yards inland
to avoid the congested main street of the village, but leaving Yui it swings back to the shore and
runs between the sea wall on my left and the sheer face of Satta Mountain on my right.It is here,
as I drive almost into the sea, that my spirits always quicken, for only Satta Mountain divides Yui
from Okitsu, the next village, where my inn lies. I know that in a few moments I will slip within its
gate and be at home in Japan. I am almost at the end of my journey, and my nerves, taut from
the ebullient anarchy of Japanese highways, relax a bit. I notice men and women diving around
the offshore rocks, sharp knives in hand, hunting for abalone. Beyond them, fishing boats dot
Suruga Bay.In old days, too, men and women dove for abalone, and fishing boats dotted the bay,
but then this was a dangerous and unpleasant stretch of road, with rocks falling from the cliff and
waves surging over the path. Just short of the wide Okitsu River bottom, the mountain jutted
angrily into the sea, so that there was no path at all. There a traveler had to plunge into the
ocean, fighting the rocks and the swift undertow. It was every man for himself, and many were
lost. The point was well named, “Parent-forgets-child-and-child-forgets-parent.”Travelers high on
Satta Pass pause to drink in the view of Mount Fuji and Suruga Bay (a print by Hiroshige)In
these last minutes of the tiring drive—Yui is a hundred miles from Tokyo but I have only one
more mile to go—I always pause to remember a memorable vista, one of the highlights of the
entire length of the Tokaido...At my right rises the rude bulk of Satta Mountain. In 1655 some
Korean envoys were to pass this way, and the Japanese government, with more consideration



than might be expected from present-day relationships with Korea, ordained that the perilous old
road that clipped into the sea be replaced by a new one which climbed strenuously up and over
Satta. Today all those collectors around the world who treasure Hiroshige’s color prints of the
Tokaido prize in particular that vivid and daring design which shows the precipitous mountain
pass from Yui, with the bay blue and handsome below.At the highest point of the pass, where
the path breaks out of the pines and into the open, there is a breath-taking view, and anyone
who finds himself there must turn to drink it in. He faces the great sweep of Suruga Bay and the
open Pacific beyond, while waves break into flowers on the rocks far beneath his feet. Yui lies on
the shore at his left and Okitsu at his right. Beyond Yui, bathed in mist far off on the left, looms
the mountainous coast of Izu. Beyond Okitsu, on the right, is one of the loveliest sights in Japan,
for the harbor that lies there is protected by a long arm of curving black sand, covered with
ancient and twisted pines. This is the fabled beach of Miho. Lovely in itself, an arc of pine-laden
beauty, it is also the scene of a famous legend. It was Miho’s beach that so entranced an angel
that she came down from the sky for a swim, leaving her feathered robe on a branch of a wind-
bent pine. A fisherman discovered the robe and refused to give it up until the angel danced for
him. Fortunately, the heavens provided music.But travelers have always loved Miho not so much
for its abstract beauty, or for the legend which illumines it, but rather because from its sand and
pines one can obtain the only perfect view of Mount Fuji. From almost any spot on Miho, one
looks northward to see Fuji’s noble presence looming beneath some arching arm of pine,
mirrored in the bay, and set off by glistening sands. Until one has seen Fuji thus he has not truly
seen it, but if he has caught this vision he carries it with him forever. I have seen Fuji from Miho,
so that now as I pause at Satta and look across the bay I see not only that lovely sweeping shore
but Fuji, too, within me.Putting thoughts of Fuji aside, I zip around the point that used to be so
dangerous. The old footpath down from Satta’s crest winds inland here, hugging a gentler slope.
In former days, a traveler rich enough to ride instead of walk would be jostled down this path in a
rude mountain palanquin borne by two sweating carriers, each naked but for a scanty loincloth,
straw sandals, and a twist of towel tied around his head. As they scrambled down the pass they
might chant to keep in step,“Last night I creptTo where she sleptWhen supper was doneAnd had
some fun.”At the foot of the pass prudent travelers paused at a small, weather-beaten Buddhist
temple housing the stone Jizo of Satta. It is a much revered little statue, miraculously hauled out
of the ocean by fishermen in 1185, or so they say. It was providential to find Jizo by Satta Pass,
for he is a Buddhist god of mercy and the patron saint of travelers, not to mention children and
pregnant wives. A traveler could use some help on Satta in the old days. The going was rough,
and robber bands sometimes struck from the woods.I swing onto the bridge that crosses the
wide gravelly bed of the Okitsu River. In old bridgeless days, river coolies loitered near this spot
until some traveler came to cross the swollen stream. A traveler’s requirement for coolies
depended on the style in which he was traveling. He could, of course, wade across with no help,
and he could drown in the process. Many did. He could wade with one or two coolies holding
him by the hand. He could perch on stout shoulders, or on a ladder-like contraption that was



itself carried on shoulders. He could even stay in his palanquin and have that carried on the
ladder. At the Okitsu River many a pompous official suffered a wet bottom to get to the opposite
bank.I cross the bridge and approach the Minaguchi-ya. Here the old Tokaido becomes a wide
paved street. Oldtsu town lies strung out along this street as it has been for a thousand years, its
narrow strip of precious level land squeezed between the sea on my left and the mountains on
my right, mountains cut off from Satta only by the great trough of the Okitsu River.The street is
lined with shops, and behind each shop, or sometimes spilling over into a second story, live the
shopkeeper and his family. Here and there a bright enameled sign makes a spot of color, or a
gay banner announces a sale, but the dominant tone is the dull brown of stained and weathered
wood. These files of much-used buildings marching down the street give an impression of
neatness, but each shop is a little jumbled, and the lithographed displays are mostly faded and
flyspecked. When my Japanese friends walk down this street for the first time they are likely to
exclaim, “Old! Ah, this is an old town.”At the far end of the town, on an imposing slope of its own
so that it stands well above Okitsu and commands all that goes on below, is the temple of
Seikenji (the suffix ji means temple, so that it is redundant to say “temple of Seikenji,” but the
name Seiken by itself rings unnaturally on the ears). It is one of the notable Buddhist temples of
this district and one cannot stay long at the Minaguchi-ya without becoming aware of it. Here
great Ieyasu studied as a boy, and the principles he mastered under this towering roof helped
him weld Japan into a single nation. Here aging Prince Saionji climbed from his little house on
the shore, to sit in the light of the warm sun or the cool moon, gazing across the bay to the sand
and pines of Miho stretching out towards Fuji.The noble old temple, burned again and again
through the years and always rebuilt in some new fashion on its slope, stares down as one
climbs the long flight of stone steps to its domain. It stands today gray and hushed, coated with
history and steeped in the passions of its land, for Japanese temples were never aloof from the
power struggles of any age, and Seikenji was one of the foremost.This is the setting of the town
of Okitsu, and as I drive slowly down the street I feel this setting closing in about me, friendly and
familiar.In the old days inns stood shoulder to shoulder here, and when the afternoon sun
slipped behind the mountains, dozens of girls used to line the road, crying, “Please lodge in this
house, gentlemen. The bath is quite ready. There’s a vacant room especially for you. Stop here!
Stop here!”Without their pleading I am prepared to stop. And now on my left, towards the bay, I
see a high gray wall broken by a low, dark-stained wooden gateway. I leave the Tokaido, turn
through the gate, and before me, stretched out to the very edge of the sea, is the Mina-guchi-ya.
I drive across the white stone of the courtyard, and I am home.Gratefully I switch off the motor,
and in this momentary quietness the inn of Minaguchi-ya springs to life.A kimono-clad maid
comes running, calling back messages to the interior, and sinks to her knees on the straw
matting of the entrance hall. Bowing almost to the floor, she cries, “You are welcome to the
Minaguchi-ya.”Round-faced Yoshi, his bald head gleaming, rushes out to take forcible
possession of my bag. “You are welcome! You are welcome!” he cries.And from the interior
appears buoyant, bubbling Isako, the mistress of the inn, tall, slender, and young in heart. She



too slips to the floor and bows. “Shibaraku!” she says, and she smiles. “Shibaraku!
Shibaraku!”“Shibaraku,” I reply, signifying that it has indeed been too long a time since I was last
at the inn.“Please come in. Your room is waiting. It is your home.” Isako rises to lead the way.I
climb out of my hot shoes and into cool slippers. I follow my little procession of friends as they
lead me down dim corridors marked by gleaming, polished floors. The door to my room slides
open. I kick off my slippers, feel the springy mats beneath my feet, and drop to the cushion that
has been placed for me. Isako bows, the maid bows, and I bow. We murmur more greetings and
inquire after each other's health. “Shibaraku! Shibaraku!” we agree.Another maid appears with
tea and cakes. Then I am left alone in my quiet room. Great glass doors have been slid open to
the garden and I rest my eyes on its cool greenness. Beyond I hear the sea, and a drowsy hum
from the bustling Tokaido, crowded today as it has been for hundreds of years.Soon Yoshi taps
quietly at my door to tell me that my bath is ready. I follow him to the scoured-wood room, where
he scrubs my back as we exchange notes about mutual friends who have also known hospitality
at the Minaguchi-ya. Then I recline full length in the big hot-water pool and let tension soak
away.Later there is good food, fish from the sea, vegetables from the hills, rice from the
countryside. My bed of soft pads is laid upon the woven mats, and I willingly slip between crisp
white sheets. The Minaguchi-ya enfolds me, as it has travelers for centuries. In the darkness I
see them: warriors marching across Japan, lovers fleeing to a new life, pilgrims on their merry
expeditions, great men going to or from the capital. I fall asleep to the sound of the
sea.CHAPTER TWO – 1569-1582 — In which the inn is foundedPRINCIPAL
CHARACTERSTakeda Harunobu (Shingen), chief of the mountain clan of TakedaImagawa
Yoshimoto, chief of the coastal clan of ImagawaSessai Choro, abbot of Seikenji Temple, general
and strategist of Imagawa’s army, and tutor to young IeyasuTokugawa Ieyasu, chief of the rising
Tokugawa clan and among the people of the inn:Mochizuki, samurai retainer to Shingen, who,
having been moved from his mountain homeland to the coastal village of Okitsu, unintentionally
founds the Minaguchi-yaHis sonSO MUCH of history seems pegged on battles that I see no
need to apologize for beginning the Minaguchi-ya’s story with one. They call it the Battle of
Okitsu. It took place on the Okitsu River in the winter of 1569.It was a fragment of the fighting
that swept Japan all through its bloody sixteenth century, for the central government had rotted
away and each of the great clans was struggling for supremacy. The Battle of Okitsu was fought
between a clan of the mountains and a clan of the coast.Actually, it was too cold for enthusiastic
fighting. The two armies glowered at each other across the wide, flat river bottom, and
sometimes small bands sallied out to skirmish.The chief of the mountain clan was called
Shingen. He had taken this name, along with the title of Archbishop, when he became a Zen
Buddhist monk. This move reflected his love for learning and the arts, but it did not diminish his
ambition. In those days it was not considered incompatible for a priest to be a warrior.He was an
old campaigner. When his troops had slashed out of their mountain stronghold towards the
coast, he had thoughtfully ordered his commissary officer to seize all the saké, the good rice
wine, that could be found. This had been toted to the chill new encampment on the river bank,



and the villagers around Okitsu had been relieved of their iron kettles so the wine could be
heated the way the Japanese like it.Shingen demonstrated his generalship one bitterly cold
night by breaking out the liberated saké and giving his troops a generous, warming drink. Then
he inquired whether they still felt cold, but when they all thirstily replied in the affirmative, he
delivered not another round but an exhortation. “If you still feel cold after hot saké,” he bellowed,
“think how much colder the enemy must be. They may even have left their positions. Charge, and
we shall take them!” They did charge, and right enough the coastal warriors had left their forward
camps, and Shingen’s men captured quantities of weapons and supplies.This sort of thing,
however, did not happen often enough and, as winter softened into spring, Shingen’s stores ran
low, a condition aggravated by the peasants’ uncomfortable ability to smell a loser and hide their
rice from him. So Shingen slipped his army back through the hills to his mountain-locked home
provinces, and the army of the coastal clan, when they found out what had happened, tramped
back to their own capital.Not a very conclusive campaign, it is agreed, but next summer Shingen
was back. This time he gave his enemy a business-like beating and took firm control of the
coastal province, called Suruga after the bay it hugged. Suruga was a handy acquisition, for it
gave his mountain people access to the sea.Shingen pushed a few miles south of Okitsu to
investigate the peak known as Kunozan, which juts out like the prow of a ship to dominate the
low-lying coast, and finding that its sheer face made it an almost impregnable position, he
promptly fortified it. He was not one whit dissuaded by howls from outraged priests whose
temple had to be moved from the heights to the lowlands. Then, winging out from Kunozan, he
built a string of strong points along the coast to supervise the collection of salt and fish that his
people needed. That was what he had been after all along.One of these little forts was at Okitsu,
and there he installed one of his samurai, a two-sword man, a liegeman and warrior named
Mochizuki. Looking after salt and salted fish is not very warlike activity, but Mochizuki’s post was
a responsible one, since Okitsu lies at the junction of the coastal Tokaido highway and one of the
main routes to the mountains, the road which runs inland along the Okitsu River. Mochizuki filled
his post capably, for as a samurai of a great clan he was a responsible man.Soon, with
Shingen’s permission, he sent for his family. His aging mother refused to make the change,
clinging to her younger sons at the family home in the mountains, and so only Mochizuki’s wife
and son came to Suruga and moved into the fort. The boy adapted quickly, as the young do. He
learned to swim, and spent hours on the beach until he was the color of old bronze. He listened
to the tales of fishermen as they mended their nets in the sun, and he investigated their catches
when they hauled them in.He watched as the women made salt. Endlessly they trudged from
sea to shore, buckets of water straining from a pole over an aching shoulder. They sprayed the
water on smooth sand beds to evaporate, raked up the saturated sand, filtered out the salt with
more sea water, and boiled the concentrate in great iron pots until there remained only the gray,
coarse, indispensable crystals which his father sent back to the mountains. The boy soon took
for granted the smoke from the salt fires and the resulting haze which seemed a permanent part
of the landscape.He roamed with new friends in the high hills back of the village, and found that



it was quite useless to belittle those hills with talk of the great mountains he had come from, for
the other boys weren’t interested, and neither, he discovered, was he. At home he spoke
familiarly of the local Shinto spirits around whose shrines he romped, and he seemed to have
quite forgotten the gods of his homeland peaks.He learned his lessons, too, going almost daily
for instruction in calligraphy to one of the Buddhist temples, though not Seikenji, for Seikenji is a
temple of the Zen sect, and the Mochizukis were not of that sect. And his father taught him to
ride and to use a sword, skills that the sons of samurai had to master.For the Mochizukis at
Okitsu, the years passed peacefully enough, though they were not peaceful years for their clan.
Shingen was acquisitive, and he was soon quarreling with another neighbor. A couple of years
after the Battle of Okitsu he was besieging one of that neighbor’s fortresses. It was ably
defended and the siege dragged on for weeks. As an added attraction, one of the defenders
began appearing on the ramparts night after night to play the flute. He played very well, and
Shingen, who loved music, often went out to listen. One night he went too close, and a
sharpshooter put a bullet through his head.Whether Shingen’s death had been schemed by
someone who knew his fondness for the flute, or was merely his enemy’s good luck, no one
knows, but at any rate the destinies of the clan fell into the hands of Shingen’s son, who was not
the man his father had been.The son was brave enough, perhaps overbold, but he was
autocratic and self-willed. He antagonized his father’s veterans and alienated his father’s allies.
Nevertheless he stood off powerful enemies for almost ten years, and all that time (for there was
no fighting around Okitsu) Mochizuki commanded his little fort and shipped salt and fish to the
mountains along the road that follows the Okitsu River.Mochizuki liked the sunny, fruitful coast
as much as his son did. His family expanded. He sometimes remarked to his wife that their
oldest son had quite forgotten, and the younger children had never known, the long harsh
winters of the mountains. They were really, he said, natives of Suruga.But while those were good
years for the Mochizukis, they were not good for their clan. The news from their mountain
homeland grew worse and worse. There finally came a day, an early spring day, when Mochizuki
buckled on his armor and his two swords and went out to face the enemy. His oldest son went
too, for he was now sixteen, a warrior’s age. But they did no fighting. They were two against an
army. They kneeled and surrendered.They surrendered to a stocky, unsmiling man on
horseback. That was Mochizuki’s first glimpse of Ieyasu, the man in whose hands his fate and
the fate of all Japan would lie. The first words he heard Ieyasu utter were a crisp command to
burn the little fort. Mochizuki, head bowed to ground, caught his breath in what was almost a
sob.That was Mochizuki’s first glimpse of Ieyasu, but Ieyasu was no stranger to this place. Long
before Shingen had swept through and stationed Mochizuki in Okitsu, Ieyasu had known this
province and this village. He had spent most of his boyhood in Suruga, and on this spring
morning, as he had pushed towards Okitsu with his troops, he had recognized each familiar turn
of the highway. It had seemed like coming home, and his mind had kept darting back to the years
when he had galloped over the same road as a boy...He had been six years old when his father
had sent him off to Suruga. His father had been a daimyo, one of those dozens of feudal lords



like Shingen who ruled their fiefs with despotic authority, commanded allegiance from hundreds
of samurai and thousands of peasants, and warred amongst themselves for eventual
supremacy. But compared to Shingen, Ieyasu’s father had been a comparatively minor daimyo,
one who maintained his relatively weak clan in a state of precarious semi-independence under
the protection of a much more powerful daimyo named Yoshimoto. Suruga had then belonged to
Yoshimoto, and young Ieyasu was going there because Yoshimoto thought it would help insure
his father’s good behavior. It was a common enough arrangement in an age when a man could
not trust his own brother: the six-year-old was to be a hostage.
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Susan O., “Fascinating Read. This is an amazing book on a subject about which I know very little
- the history of Japan - chosen b/c it's a book club selection. I bought it used, with the
understanding it was used. It was printed in 1962 and it was in fair shape - no surprise. The only
real problem was the very small print - yikes! Nevertheless, I very much enjoyed learning SO
much of the different centuries of Japanese history. I recommend this book for anyone interested
in LONG AGO Japanese history.”

cathy blackwell, “Fascinating. This book explains so much I’ve seen and wondered about while
visiting Japan. It’s easy to misunderstand a culture and historical icons that are so vastly different
from our own. I’d advice reading it while in Japan or shortly after returning home to help
appreciate how the Japanese perceive themselves and their country in relation to their history.
The first chapter or two are pretty slow, but have faith! You will soon be entranced and ready for
another trip to Japan. The author does a great job of story telling and helping the reader keep
track of names and places as the stories develop.”

joseph michael clopp, “Colorful Travelogue through Japanese History. Stop in at the Minaguchi-
ya for some fresh-caught sea-bream and a side of history, culture and culinary delights. Tucked
on the side of the Tokaido Road between Kyoto and Edo, this little inn has seen it all: princes,
paupers, samurai and swindlers. Playing host to high and low alike, it has seen some of the most
colorful episodes of Japanese history - from the Tokugawa Shogunate to the present day. You'll
be so captivated and entertained, you won't even realize you're learning something new!”

Terry S. Nelson, “Sucessor to Shogun. I've e always wondered the truth about the novel Shogun.
Was Lord Toranaga real? This book put the pieces together, and now I know the beginning of
the Tokugawa Shogunate that lasted some 260 years was fictionalized in Shogun. This story
quaintly takes us through those days to post World War II as seen from an inn on the Tokaido
Road between Kyoto and Edo (Tokyo). Anyone interested in the rest of the Shogun story should
read it.”

D. Brion Norton, “An Old Friend. I was given a copy of Japanese Inn in 1962 and loved it. The
book was my introduction to Japanese culture and history. Rereading it now (2017) has brought
back a flood of memories and a strong desire to visit Japan once more.It is well and tastefully
written, and I would recommend it to anyone wanting a window into traditional Japanese
culture.It is”

Anne P. Copeland, “Charming and informative. A wonderful way to learn Japanese history. I read
it while traveling through Japan, staying at ryokans, and the book enhanced my journey
immensely.”



James Groff, “An Intimate Look at a Slice of Japan. The author writes from a perspective of one
who through a chance encounter found a life long love. A thoroughly delightful trek through four
hundred years of Japanese history.”

Linda Austin - MoonbridgeBooks, “History, storytelling, and a great many details. This book is for
those who love the finer details, the lived experiences in history, especially of Japan. I would call
this historical fiction - based on real history and culture and real people and experiences, but
most of the human relationship stories had to be imagined. The author obviously did a LOT of
research, including reading a stash of old personal letters stored in a library. The fine details will
fascinate some but prove tedious for others, especially as this covers a lengthy time in history
with many side stories to the actual inn and village.I went back and forth in my thoughts about
the book - I had a used mass-market paperback with small print and terrible copies of all the
Hiroshige print illustrations which did not help my reading experience. I was impressed by the
"ganbatte" physical strength and perseverence exhibited by the Japanese to go about their daily
lives of mostly hard work, and much of the historical cultural detail was indeed fascinating.
Thank goodness each chapter includes a list of people mentioned. Overall I liked the cultural
details and the history that unfolded during all those years of the inn's existence, but had to take
many breaks from reading all those details.”

N.A.Lytton, “Memorable!. I’ve been twice to Okitsu, once before Minaguchi-ya closed as an inn
in the 80’s. The book made the town alive for me! Read the book and visit the town!”

Bill Gardner, “A tour de force. The author's technique of tying important historical events and
personages with his beloved inn is both engaging and effective. Readers get a true sense of life
on the Tokaido in old Japan supplemented with wonderful illustrations. This summer I made a
"pilgrimage" to the original inn site in Okitsu and thoroughly enjoyed browsing in the museum
that honours its memory -- complete with a showcase devoted to Statler's book. I made the short
walk to the Seikenji temple that features so prominently, and viewed a couple other book-related
sites including Zagyo-so Villa. I'm completely awed by the research that went into making this
semi-fictional work so plausible and rewarding to read. It's one thing for someone to realize that
this pleasant inn where they're staying has story potential, and quite another to do the mountain
of work it took to write it well. It was clearly a labour of love.”

The book by Paul M. McGarr has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 22 people have provided feedback.
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